5 Leonardo Da Vinci mobility projects
94 participants (university students and graduates)
40 Receiving Organizations in 13 countries
Leonardo Da Vinci Funding: €364,900

DISTINCTIONS

2014: The 5th Leonardo project was invited as a good practice project to the European Commission Conference "European Monitoring Conference—Work Based Learning and Apprenticeships", Brussels, 11-12/2/2014

2012: The University of Ioannina Lifelong Learning Center received a Leonardo Award for excellence for its Leonardo mobility projects by LLP/Leonardo National Agency

2012: The 4th Leonardo project was characterized as a Good Practice Project by LLP/Leonardo National Agency

Partners (2003-2014)

Austria • BH • EöH • Cyprus • A.Th. Loizou & Son Ltd • Cyprus Employers and Industrialists Federation • DAP Noesia Business Solutions Ltd • Exehys Ltd • Kindergarten "Charoumena Paidakia" Ltd • Kindergarten "Ta Podika Chronia" Ltd • Kindergarten "Casa dei Bambini" Ltd

Denmark • Copenhagen University • DHI • GEUS • KVL-Centre for Advanced Food Studies • France • Centre Cernet-Glotz • Isima • Université Lumière Lyon2 • University Joseph Fourier • Germany • Dessau Medical Center • VW GmbH • Transmedias • University of Hamburg • Italy • University of Bologna • Netherlands • University of Groningen

Poland • Warsaw University • Slovakia • VUP • Slovenia • Josef Stefan Institute • Spain • AIX Logistico Espana, SA • FEHR • Fundación Santa María la Real • CRCA • IES Valle de Elía • LEITAT • University of Seville • Sweden • Karolinska Institutet • United Kingdom • Newcastle University

UNIVERSITY OF IOANNINA
DIKEPPEE "Stavros Niarchos"
Lifelong Learning Center (ex Vocational Training Center)
University Campus, Ioannina, Greece, http://dikeppee.uoi.gr/kek-Leonardo
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